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Rotatable anisotropy and coercivity in exchange-bias bilayers

J. Geshev,* L. G. Pereira, and J. E. Schmidt
Instituto de Fı´sica–UFRGS, Caixa Postal 15051, 91501-970, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

~Received 23 April 2002; revised manuscript received 27 June 2002; published 31 October 2002!

A phenomenological approach for polycrystalline exchange-bias bilayers is proposed which explains the
coercivity enhancement as well as its temperature and coupling strength dependences. In the model, it is
assumed that uncompensated interfacial antiferromagnetic grains can switch their magnetizations irreversibly,
producing a rotatable anisotropy. A preferential distribution of the antiferromagnetic easy axes is also consid-
ered. An inhomogeneous ferromagnetic magnetization reversal is allowed, assuming that the ferromagnet is
divided into domains, each coupled to a stable antiferromagnetic grain only. The antiferromagnetic anisotropy
distribution affects the angular dependence of the coercivity, reducing its value in the vicinity of the exchange-
bias direction, also smoothing the loop shift variations, more notably for small ferromagnetic uniaxial anisot-
ropy. The inclusion of the rotatable anisotropy changes the shape of the magnetization curves and their
characteristics. The larger the relative contribution of the rotatable anisotropy to the effective uniaxial anisot-
ropy, the closer the loop shift angular variation gets to a pure cosine behavior, and no significant effect on the
coercivity for strong coupling is detected. The frequently observed peak in the temperature variation of the
coercivity is also explained considering the variation of the rotatable anisotropy, which is directly connected to
the temperature dependence of the unstable antiferromagnetic grains’ magnetization.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.134432 PACS number~s!: 75.70.Cn, 75.30.Gw, 71.70.Gm, 75.60.2d
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exchange interactions at the interface between ferrom
netic~FM! and antiferromagnetic~AF! materials, responsible
for the exchange-bias phenomenon,1,2 even though discov-
ered almost five decades ago, still receive considerable a
tion ~recent reviews can be found in Refs. 3–5!. No doubt, to
a great extent, this is due to the important technological
plication the exchange bias has found in information stor
technology.6,7 Other reasons include the following:~i! de-
spite the fact that most of the existent models8–19 quantita-
tively explain the best known macroscopic magnetic pr
erty of the exchange anisotropy, the hysteresis loop shift fi
Heb , the enhancement of the coercivity,Hc , when compared
to that of an uncoupled film, is less well understood~such an
enhancement has also been observed in mechanically all
AF/FM powders20!; ~ii ! the observation of a negative isotro
pic shift in the ferromagnetic resonance~FMR! field in
exchange-bias films;21–23 and ~iii ! the fact that different ex-
perimental techniques may yield different values for t
exchange-bias field.21,24–30 These differences, at least i
some cases, could be assigned either to the fact that the
surements are performed on different sets of samples,28 or
because the model used to interpret the experimental
from reversible measurement techniques may not be v
plausible.29A recent study of our group30 showed that the
Heb values derived from FMR and hysteresis loop measu
ments are different physical entities and, in general, m
give different values, because there are different magne
tion processes involved in the corresponding measureme

Several possible explanations for the increased coerc
have been proposed. One includes a random field at
FM/AF interface that results in formation of domains in t
FM layer, incorporated by Li and Zhang,16 where the en-
hancement ofHc is attributed to effective lateral domain
wall pinning in the FM layer by AF domain perpendicular
0163-1829/2002/66~13!/134432~8!/$20.00 66 1344
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the interface. Qianet al.,12 on the other hand, introduced a
uniaxial interfacial anisotropy in order to explain the coe
civity enhancement, and Leightonet al.17 proposed that in-
terfacial magnetic frustration provides local energy minim
which pin the propagating domain walls in the ferromagn
leading to an enhanced coercivity.

Phenomenological approaches that explain both the
tropic negative FMR shift and the increased coercivity
exchange-coupled bilayers with polycrystalline AF lay
were proposed in the Fulcomer and Charap model8 ~FC
model! and in the Stiles and McMichael model13 ~SM
model!. In both models the basic assumption is that th
must be two parts in the AF layer, one with ‘‘rotatable’’31

anisotropy and another with ‘‘nonrotatable’’ anisotropy. T
FC model treats the thermal behavior of the system of
grains of uniform orientation and uniform magnetizatio
where the barrier to reversal is determined by a volume
isotropy. This model seems to be a good approximation
very small AF grains. In the SM model, the AF grains a
randomly oriented and have partial domain walls. For lar
grains, where the barrier to reversal is determined by
domain-wall energy, the SM model is likely to be a bett
approximation. This model also includes inhomogeneous
versal as an additional mechanism for the increased coe
ity, which contributes to the coercivity at all temperatures

The frequently observed FMR field shift has be
explained8,21 in terms of a rotatable anisotropy fieldH ra, a
field that in FMR measurements rotates to be parallel to
equilibrium direction of the FM magnetization. At a give
temperatureT, the magnetizations of the smaller grains a
oriented along the applied fieldH, thus producing the rotat
able anisotropy sensed by the ferromagnetic film. The lar
grains, however, remain pinned to the cooling field~if the
sample is cooled in a magnetic field in order to produce
exchange-bias state! or to the field applied during the bilay
er’s deposition, thus producing the unidirectional anisotro
©2002 The American Physical Society32-1
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In the present paper we calculate the angular depende
of the exchange-bias field shift and coercivity derived fro
hysteresis loop measurements in FM/AF bilayers in
framework of a phenomenological model that takes into
count both rotatable and nonrotatable contributions to the
layer anisotropy. The influence of the AF easy-axis distrib
tion on the bias field and coercivity has also been discus
as well as the variations of the coercivity with the exchan
interaction field strength and its temperature dependence

II. MODEL

We model a FM film with magnetization vectorMFM
coupled to a polycrystalline AF film consisting of larg
~stable! AF grains, which contribute to the unidirectional a
isotropy, as well as of small~unstable! AF grains. The latter,
due to the exchange interaction with the FM magnetizati
can irreversibly change their magnetization directions, t
producing effective rotatable anisotropy. Possible mec
nisms for this anisotropy can be irreversible domain-w
motion21 or thermal instability, i.e., a superparamagneticli
behavior, as assumed by Fulcomer and Charap.8 The AF
magnetizations have uniaxial anisotropy and, due to
weakness of the Zeeman term, are coupled to the FM m
netization only. If the easy axes of the large AF grains
parallel to each other, we assume that all FM spins ro
coherently. However, preferential~and not random, as sup
posed in the SM model! distribution of the AF easy-axis
directions in the plane of the film can also be considered.18,19

In-plane anisotropic macrostress or a textured structure,
can give rise to a preferentially distributed AF anisotropy.
such a case, it is accepted here that the FM film is divid
into domains, each coupled to a stable AF grain only; th
the FM reversal could be inhomogeneous, as is also assu
in the SM model. Such an assumption is supported by
results of Noltinget al.,32 which implies that the spin align
ment in individual FM domains close to the interface is d
termined, domain by domain, by the spin directions in
adjacent AF grains.

The total free energy per unit area of a FM doma
coupled to a stable AF grain magnetization can be written

E5EFM1EAF1Eint . ~1!

The FM domain wall energy in this equation, normalized
the FM layer thickness,tFM , is

EFM

tFM
52p~MFM • n̂!22H • MFM2KFMS MFM• ûFM

MFM
D 2

2K raS MFM• ĥ

MFM
D 2

, ~2!

where the first three terms are the demagnetizing, the Z
man, and the FM uniaxial anisotropy energies, respectiv
Note that in the SM model it is assumed that there is
anisotropy in the ferromagnet except the anisotropy indu
by the coupling to the AF grains. Here we accept that a p
of the uniaxial anisotropy, the one with anisotropy const
KFM , could be intrinsic to the FM layer; many single FM
13443
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layered samples present such an anisotropy. The unit vec
ûFM , n̂, and ĥ represent the FM layer uniaxial anisotrop
direction, the normal to the film surface direction, and t
applied field direction, respectively.~Although it is not done
in the present work, cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy
ergy should also be included in the above energy form w
necessary.!

The last term in Eq.~2! refers to the rotatable anisotrop
McMichaelet al.21 included a unidirectional rotatable aniso
ropy term of a form2MFM•Hra in the AF part of the anisot-
ropy energy in their work concerning the isotropic FM
shift. Note that this energy could equally well be uniax
anisotropy of the FM layer with a constantK ra, with a sym-
metry axis along the applied field direction,31,33 as will be
considered here. Rotatable anisotropy of such a form sho
be used to model irreversible magnetization processes, w
the directions ofMFM andH may differ considerably.

It is worth noting that when two uniaxial anisotropies~in
the case into consideration with constantsKFM andK ra) are
present together with easy axes at some angle to each o
rather than at right angle, they are equivalent to a n
uniaxial anisotropy.34 The direction of this new axis is deter
mined by the ratio betweenKFM andK ra, i.e., lies closer to
ûFM direction if KFM.K ra, and has a strength higher tha
KFM . WhenKFM5K ra, this axis lies midway betweenûFM

andĥ directions, and has a strength equal toKFM . If the axes
are at right angles, the new direction of easiest magnetiza
is the one of the axis with higher anisotropy constant. Th
as the applied field is rotated from the exchange-bias di
tion, the resultant FM uniaxial anisotropy axis is rotated
well, and its direction is determined by theKFM /K ra ratio.

The second term in Eq.~1! accounts for the energy of
stable AF grain with magnetizationMAF , which here will be
considered to be either the energy required to reversibly fo
domain wall at the AF side of the interface as the FM ma
netization is rotated,10

EAF
W 52sW

MAF• ûAF

MAF
~3!

~wheresW is the energy per unit surface of a 90° doma
wall!, or the uniaxial anisotropy energy of such a grain w
anisotropy constantKAF and easy-axis direction given by th
unit vectorûAF ,

EAF
u

tAF
52KAFS MAF• ûAF

MAF
D 2

, ~4!

wheretAF is the thickness of the AF grain. Note that form
tion of a planar domain wall in the AF grain does not res
in formation of a domain wall in the adjacent ferromagn
the AF domain wall is formed parallel to the interface, a
the FM moment senses only the interfacial moment of
adjacent AF grain.10

The last term in Eq.~1! represents the interaction energ
The two contributions toEint which can be considered are th
direct coupling to the net moment of the AF grain,J1 , (J1
.0 and J1,0 correspond to ferromagnetic and antiferr
2-2
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ROTATABLE ANISOTROPY AND COERCIVITY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 134432 ~2002!
magnetic couplings, respectively!, and the spin-flip coupling
J2, which favors a perpendicular relative orientation betwe
the FM and AF moments:

Eint52J1

MFM• MAF

MFMMAF
1J2S MFM• MAF

MFMMAF
D 2

. ~5!

Note that ifK ra50, J250, ûFMi ûAF , and if the expres-
sion given in Eq.~3! is used forEAF , the present mode
reduces to that of Mauriet al.10 In what follows, we refer to
this model as the DWF~i.e., domain-wall formation! model.
When K raÞ0, the corresponding abbreviation will be DW
Fra. Also, when Eq.~4! is used for the AF anisotropy energ
our model is reduced to that of Meiklejohn.2 Moreover, if in
the latter modelKAF ~or sW in the DWF model! value is very
high, then the AF moment will be fixed along its easy-a
direction, and we will have a model identical to that of X
and White,35 abbreviated as the FAF~fixed AF moment!
model. The corresponding abbreviation for the case w
K raÞ0 will be FAFra. In Sec. III hysteresis loops are com
puted for several representative cases, for coherent and i
mogeneous FM reversals.

The static equilibrium directions ofMFM andMAF can be
calculated from Eq.~1! by finding the polar (uFM anduAF)
and azimuthal (fFM andfAF) angles ofMFM andMAF in the
spherical coordinate system for whichE is at minimum. The
projections ofMFM and MAF along the field direction will
give the magnetizations of the layers~or grains!. The energy
minimization procedure used here is established in our
vious works.29,30

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, calculations of complete hysteresis loo
the angular dependence of the hysteresis loop shift field
the coercivity, as well as variations of the coercivity with t
exchange interaction field strength and with the temperat
are presented and discussed. Perpendicular or spin-flop
pling have not been considered, i.e.,J250 for all calcula-
tions.

A. Hysteresis loop calculations

Magnetization curves have been calculated for vari
values of the effective fields, which are: the uniaxial F
anisotropy field,HU52KFM /MFM , the domain wall field,
HW5sW /(tFMMFM), the interface coupling field,HE
5J1 /(tFMMFM), and the rotatable anisotropy fieldH ra
52K ra/(tFMMFM). As the number of effective fields is quit
large, it was not possible here, unfortunately, to consider
possible combinations of these parameters. Taking this
account, we used a limited number of parameter sets in
calculations, trying to cover the most feasible cases. Tha
we do not claim that our choices were systematic; the crit
were, in most of the cases, the similarity of the calcula
curves to experimentally measured ones. We believe, h
ever, that the conclusions drawn in the present paper
valid for the majority of the practicable parameter combin
tions.
13443
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In the present study, the magnetic field is applied in
film’s plane and characterized by its azimuthal anglefH ,
i.e., the angle between the positive field direction andûFM ;
the latter, as well asûAF , also lies in the plane of the film.

In order to compare our calculations with previous expe
mental and model results, we initially employed the para
eters from the work of Xi and White (HU59.16 Oe and
HE519.1 Oe), used there to fit experimental data for NiF
CrMnPt bilayers.35 The corresponding hysteresis loop f
fH50°, calculated via the FAF model, is shown in Fig. 1~a!.
The hysteresis loop given by the solid curve in panel~b! was
calculated here in the framework of the DWF model~set I:
HU512.8 Oe,HW5100 Oe,HE518.6 Oe). It can be see
that the solid curves in panels~a! and~b! ~which although are
in very good agreement with the above citedHeb experimen-
tal data, do not fit neitherHc value nor the hysteresis loo
shape!, are practically identical. The dashed curves in pan
~a!, ~b!, and~d! are the corresponding hysteresis loops wh
a normal~Gaussian! distribution of the AF easy-axis direc
tions is assumed with maximum at the exchange-bias di
tion and standard deviations55° and maximum deviation
of 11°. In these calculations, 221 individual magnetizati
curves~corresponding to each of the AF grain easy-axis
rections! were obtained for eachfH by minimizing Eq.~1!
when H is varied. This results in rounded hysteresis loo
each of them being a weighted average curve of the ab
221 curves.

The solid curves in Fig. 1~c! represent the calculated mag
netization curves forfH530°, 60° and 90° for the above
cited set of parameters for the FAF model, which fit ve
well the corresponding experimental data reported in Ref.

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loops forfH50° calculated using~a! the
FAF model (HU59.16 Oe,HE519.1 Oe),~b! the DWF model~set
I: HU512.8 Oe,HW5100 Oe,HE518.6 Oe), and~c! magnetiza-
tion curves for three field directions for the set of parameters u
in panel~a! for the FAF model~solid curves!, and for the param-
eters used in panel~d! for the DWF model~dots!. ~d! Hysteresis
loops calculated via the DWF model for another set of parame
~set II: HU58 Oe, HW51.2 kOe, HE519.2 Oe). The dashed
curves in panels~a!, ~b!, and~d! correspond to Gaussian AF eas
axis direction distributions with maxima at the exchange-bias dir
tion and a standard deviations55°.
2-3
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J. GESHEV, L. G. PEREIRA, AND J. E. SCHMIDT PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 134432 ~2002!
~this FAF set, however, did not fit the shape of the loop a
the Heb value for fH50° well, as mentioned above!. The
dotted curves in the same figure have been obtained u
the DWF model and a parameter set which is different fr
the one used to calculate the curves in panel~b! ~set II: HU

58 Oe, HW51200 Oe,HE519.2 Oe). Once again, the fit
ting curves obtained using the two distinct models are pr
tically identical. For reference purposes, in panel~d! we plot
the hysteresis loop forfH50° obtained using the paramet
set II ~solid curve!; the loop calculated using the distributio
of AF easy-axis directions is plotted as well. One can o
serve that the loop shift is equal to that of the curves sho
in panels ~a! and ~b!; however, the coercivity value is
smaller, and the dashed curve represents a better fit to
experimental data of Xi and White than the one obtained
the FAF model. This is not surprising having in mind that t
DWF model is more flexible than the FAF one; actually,
already mentioned above, the latter is a special case of
DWF model whensW5`. Our numerical results, using th
DWF model and AF easy-axis direction distribution, a
similar to those of Stiles and McMichael,13 who also com-
pared their model curves to the Xi and White experimen
results.

As follows from Eq.~2!, for fH50°, the inclusion of a
nonzero rotatable anisotropy does not change the calcu
loops if the value of the effective uniaxial anisotropy alo
the exchange-bias direction,HU1H ra, is kept fixed while
H ra is increased. WhenfHÞ0°, however, the shape of th
magnetization curves as well as theHeb and Hc values
change. Figure 2 shows representative magnetization cu
calculated forfH520° through the DWFra model for vari
ous ratios betweenHE and HW , maintainingHU1H ra con-
stant, i.e., either 5 Oe for panels~a!–~c! or 80 Oe for panels
~d!–~f!. The curves for the cases ofH ra50, H ra5HU , and
HU50 are demonstrated. The curves corresponding to
FAFra model~not shown! are very similar to the ones for
high HW value plotted in panel~f!, as expected.

When theHU1H ra value is small compared toHE, the
relative increase ofH ra leads to a more rapid magnetizatio
change in second and third quadrants, bringing alon
monotonic decrease ofHeb for all HW , see Figs. 2~a!–~c!.
For higherHU1H ra values, however, neitherHeb nor Hc
variations withH ra are simple, as can be seen in panels~d!–
~f! of the same figure. In order to shed light on this questi
a series of hysteresis loops has been calculated for a nu
of parameter sets (HU ,HW) for HE520 Oe andfH520°.
The corresponding dependencies ofHeb andHc on the rela-
tive H ra contribution to the FM anisotropy are plotted in Fi
3 for two cases,HU1H ra5HE and HU1H ra54 HE. Only
when the AF anisotropy is strong (HW51200 Oe) and for
small effective FM anisotropy@panel~a!# are theHeb andHc
variations monotonic. In all other cases, there is a maxim
@local one for panel~a!# and a minimum in eachHc depen-
dence. The correspondingHeb variations also show maxim
for the same relativeH ra values whereHc’s are maxima.
Note thatHeb can even change its sign: whenHW5HE @the
dashed curve in panel~b!#, Heb is positive for H ra/(HU
1H ra),0.3 and negative in the rest of the interval. It shou
13443
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be emphasized here that the above effect must not be
founded with the positive exchange bias effect,37 whose ex-
planation is based on the existence of an AF coupling at
FM/AF interface.

B. Angular dependences ofH eb and H c

As seen in Fig. 1, because there are enough unkn
parameters, it is possible to fit well any particular experime
tal data by using different models whenH is applied along
certain direction@or several directions; see Fig. 1~c!#. In or-

FIG. 2. Magnetization curves calculated via the DWF model
fH520° andHE520 Oe, whereHW510 Oe in panels~a! and~d!,
HW5HE in panels~b! and~e!, andHW51.2 kOe in panels~c! and
~f!. HU1H ra is maintained equal to 5 Oe in panels~a!–~c!, and
equal to 80 Oe in panels~d!–~f!, where the solid, dashed and dotte
curves represent the cases ofH ra50, HU5H ra , and HU50, re-
spectively.

FIG. 3. Heb and Hc vs H ra /(HU1H ra) for HW520 Oe and
fH520° obtained via the DWFra model.~a! HU1H ra520 Oe.~b!
HU1H ra580 Oe.
2-4
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ROTATABLE ANISOTROPY AND COERCIVITY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 134432 ~2002!
der to clarify the magnetization reversal mechanism and
provide another try-out for the validity of the theoretic
model used, the latter should be tested to fit the depend
of Heb andHc on the applied field direction. One of the goa
of the present study was to estimate how the rotatable an
ropy and the AF easy-axis direction distribution affect t
above angular dependences.

1. Rotatable anisotropy effects

Varying the anglefH from 0 to 2p, hysteresis loops hav
been calculated through the DWFra model for eachfH for a
number of parameter sets (HU1H ra, HW , HE). Representa-
tive angular dependencies ofHeb and Hc , extracted from
each loop, are plotted in Fig. 4, whereHE was kept fixed in
each panel, i.e., 20 Oe for panels~a! and~b!, and 900 Oe for
panel~c!. As in Fig. 2, the value ofHU1H ra has been kep
fixed while H ra is varied. For the range of parameters co
sidered here, the relative increase of the rotatable anisot
makes theHeb vs fH curves smoother for strong AF aniso
ropy, i.e., highHW values compared to those ofHU andHE
@panels~a! and ~b!#. TheHeb variation for this case becom
very close to a pure cos 2fH behavior. For strong exchang
coupling field strength, panel~c! in this figure, even the tota
substitution ofHU by H ra has practically no effect onHeb .
The rotatable anisotropy does almost not affect the coerci
for the parameter sets used in panels~b! and ~c!. Keeping
HW high and increasingHU1H ra @panel ~a!#, one obtains
smootherHc dependences with the relative increase of
rotatable anisotropy. For even higherHU1H ra values ~the
corresponding curves are not shown here!, the coercivity de-
pendence is similar to that of panel~a!, but does not go to

FIG. 4. Angular dependence ofHeb and Hc for HE520 Oe in
panels~a! and~b!, andHE5900 Oe for panel~c! obtained through
the DWFra model.HU1H ra is kept fixed at 20 Oe in panels~a! and
~c!, and 10 Oe in panel~b!.
13443
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zero away from the exchange-bias direction. This behavio
consistent with the experimental results of Dimitrovet al.36

and of Ambrose, Sommer, and Chien.38 It is also worth not-
ing that the angular variations ofHeb and Hc for H ra50,
plotted in panel~a! of Fig. 4, are very similar to those ob
tained experimentally by Go¨kemeijer, Ambrose, and Chien,39

and that the curves given in panel~b! are consistent with the
results of Xi and White.35

The effect ofH ra on theHeb variation for a high effective
uniaxial anisotropy is the same as that shown in Fig. 4~a!.
The relative increase of the rotatable anisotropy changes
shape of theHeb vs fH curves in a way similar to that cause
by the increase of the exchange coupling strength.30

It must be emphasized that the value of the rotatable
isotropy field, obtained from magnetization curve fitting
could be different from the value estimated by fitting t
corresponding FMR spectra which show isotropic resona
field shift.21,23 One possible reason for this discrepancy
that theH ra could be frequency dependent as found in am
phous spin glass alloys.33

2. Influence of the AF easy-axis distribution

The effects of the distribution of the easy axes of the
grains contributing to the exchange bias, i.e., the large
grains, on the angular dependences ofHeb and Hc can be
estimated from Fig. 5. In this figure, representative curv
~for the fH range where differences between the curves
be noted! are plotted for two cases,HU5HE/2, given in
panel~a!, andHU5HE @panel~b!#, for strong AF anisotropy
calculated via the DWF model. The solid curves show

FIG. 5. Influence of the AF easy-axis distribution on the angu
dependences ofHeb and Hc for HE520 Oe, HW51.2 kOe, and
H ra50, derived from magnetization curves calculated via the D
Fra model.~a! HU58 Oe. ~b! HU516 Oe. The solid curves are fo
the case of all AF grains having the easy axis direction of the
layer, and the dashed ones are for the case of the Gaussian d
bution of the AF easy axis directions~denoted by the anglesfU

AF)
with standard deviations55°, given in the inset.
2-5
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J. GESHEV, L. G. PEREIRA, AND J. E. SCHMIDT PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 134432 ~2002!
Heb andHc vs fH assuming that all AF grains have the sam
easy axis direction, the one of the FM layer. The das
curves represent the case when the Gaussian AF easy
distribution used in Fig. 1 is considered, which is also sho
in the inset of Fig. 5. The consequences of the inclusion
preferentially distributed AF anisotropy is a reduction of t
coercivity in the vicinity of the exchange-bias direction, r
sulting in roundedHc curves and smootherHeb curves. This
decrease of theHc values is more pronounced for sma
uniaxial anisotropy, being of the order of 35% forfH50
@panel~a! in Fig. 5#. In contrast to theHc behavior, the shape
of the Heb is more notably changed for higherHU values;
however, the distribution of the AF easy axes affects m
visible the coercivity, as expected.19

The calculated angular variation ofHeb shown in Fig. 5~a!
is consistent with that obtained experimentally and num
cally by Xi and White35 for approximately the sameHU and
HE values as the ones used here. TheHc variation calculated
here for preferentially distributed AF anisotropy, howev
fits their experimental data considerably better.

C. Dependence ofH ra on the coupling strength

As described in Sec. II, only the unstable AF grains co
tribute to the rotatable anisotropy due to the exchange in
action with the FM magnetization; the direction of this a
isotropy coincides with theH direction. At a fixed
temperature, the stronger the exchange coupling strength
larger the number of small AF grains whose magnetizat
vectors switch to stay close to the field direction. TheH ra
value is proportional to the sum of the projections of the
magnetizations alongH. Also, the strongerHE is the higher
the values of these projections are. Hence the rotatable
isotropy should increase with the exchange coupl
strength. As mentioned above, the coercivity forH applied
along the exchange-bias direction is directly proportiona
H ra; thus Hc should increase withHE. Such a coercivity
enhancement proportional to the exchange coupling betw
the FM and AF layers were observed experimentally
Leightonet al.17 and also predicted by the SM model.13

D. Temperature dependence ofH c

It was shown above thatHc is strongly dependent onHE
which decreases with the temperature increase. The coe
ity, however, usually shows a well defined maximum in t
vicinity of the blocking temperature,TB , i.e., the tempera-
ture above which the exchange bias vanishes. Althoug
some casesTB'TN , whereTN is the Néel temperature of the
AF material, in other casesTB can be much lower thanTN
~see Refs. 3 and 40, and references therein!. Coercivity peaks
also appear in some model works, e.g., those of Fulco
and Charap8 and Stiles and McMichael.13 This phenomenon
is intuitively easy to understand by considering the tempe
ture dependence of the AF grains. AsTB is approached from
below, their anisotropy is decreased and the reversal of
FM magnetization can induce more irreversible AF reorie
tations, thus increasing the FM coercivity. The latter reac
a maximum at the temperature for which all possible ir
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versible rotations are completed. For a further tempera
increase, the coercivity variation follows that ofMAF(T).

The maximum in theHc(T) curves can be very well ex
plained from the temperature variation ofH ra, introduced in
the present phenomenological model, and taking into
count the corresponding variations of the other effect
fields. Let us consider that the FM Curie temperature is m
greater thanTB , i.e., the FM saturation magnetization an
uniaxial anisotropy are temperature independent in the vi
ity of TB . If MAF(T)}(12T/TB)1/3 and assuming that the
coupling field varies as the AF magnetization,8 one obtains
HE(T)5HE(0)(12T/TB)1/3. As in the SM model, we used
the expressionHW(T)5HW(0)(12T/TB)5/6 for the domain
wall energy of the stable AF system, based on the assu
tion that the AF anisotropy constantKAF(T)}MAF

3 (T).
Only the AF grains that do switch their magnetizations

rotation of MFM contribute to the rotatable anisotropy. On
can express this asH ra(T)5Hra(0)m(T)/m(0), where
H ra(0) is the rotatable anisotropy at 0 K if the exchange fie
is so strong that the moments of all unstable AF are alre
rotated irreversibly, andm is the magnetization of the sma
AF grain system scaled by its saturation value. Let us,
simplicity, assume that these grains are single-domain w
effective anisotropy constantKAF8 and they switch their mag
netization through coherent rotation. The value ofKAF8 for
these small grains, due to thermal activation, e.g., could
smaller thanKAF of the larger grains. Also, as the interfaci
coupling energy decreases with the increase of interface
of the grains,13 the coupling constant for the small AF grain
J18 , could be higher than that for the larger grains. At a fix
temperature, it is possible to calculatem; here this was done
numerically in the framework of the Stoner–Wohlfar
model, assuming the same easy axis distribution for
small AF grains as the one used in Secs. III A and III B f
the stable grains, and energy,EAF8 , which contains two
terms,

EAF8 52KAF8 tAF8 S MAF•ûAF

MAF
D 2

2J18
MFM•MAF

MFMMAF
, ~6!

corresponding to the uniaxial anisotropy and the excha
interaction energies, respectively. HereMFM is a constant
vector lying along the external field direction. Thus the se
ond term in this equation plays the role of the Zeeman te
in the Stoner–Wohlfarth model. Taking into considerati
that KAF8 (T)}MAF

3 (T) andJ18(T)}HE(T) @here, for simplic-
ity, we assume thatJ18(T)'J1(T)], one can calculatem(T)
and, consequently, theH ra(T) variation for the system of
small interfacial AF grains.

With the help ofH ra(T) thus obtained, and taking into
account the variations withT of the other effective fields, it is
possible to calculate the hysteresis loops for the exchan
bias system at any temperature belowTB . Also, for fH50
and calculating the magnetization via the DWFra model, o
can use the analytical expressions forHc derived in the
framework of the DWF model29 because, forH applied
along the exchange-bias direction, the effective anisotr
2-6
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equals H ra1HU . For the case of weak interaction, i.e
HE(T)!HW(T), the coercivity expression is29

Hc~T!5HU1H ra~T!1
HW~T!HE

2~T!

HW
2 ~T!1HE

2~T!
. ~7!

The temperature dependences of the coercivity are plotte
Fig. 6 for five representative cases. ForHU

AF(0)/HE(0).1
~where HU

AF52KAF8 /MAF), each curve shows a well ex
pressed maximum below the blocking temperature, wh
broadens and moves towards lower temperatures upon
creasing theHU

AF(0) value, i.e., decreasingKAF8 (0)/MAF(0)
or, alternatively, the size of the AF grains, if thermal activ
tion effects are taken into account.

The maximum appears inHc(T) because there is a max
mum in the m(T) dependence. Actually, the existence
such a maximum inm(T) is a manifestation of the so-calle
Hopkinson-type effect,41 which can be observed for system
with uniaxial42 as well as with cubic anisotropy.43 Note that
in the present model the Hopkinson effect is due to cohe
magnetization rotations. However, if the mechanism for
magnetization changes in the small AF grains is domain w
motion, the effect is observed as well, the cause being
increase of the mobility of the domain wall with th
temperature.44 In both casesH ra(T), and as a consequenc
Hc(T), show maxima provided that the exchange coupl
field at the initial measuring temperature upon heating
sample is not sufficient to saturatem, which is the case of the
curves forHU

AF(0)/HE(0).1 plotted in Fig. 6.
In real samples, there is usually a spread of grain si

stress, interface coupling, etc., all of them influencing
H ra(T). Thus the shape of an experimentally obtainedHc vs
T dependence may differ from these shown in Fig. 6.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have described a phenomenological
proach which explains the main features of the coerciv

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence ofHc for fH50 and for sev-
eral representative values ofHU

AF(0)/HE(0), obtained through the
DWFra model. The other parameters used in the calculations
HE(0)560 Oe, HW(0)51.2 kOe, H ra(0)520 Oe, and HU(0)
540 Oe.
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behavior of exchange-bias systems, i.e., theHc enhancement
as compared to that of an uncoupled film, its variations w
the exchange interaction strength, and its temperature de
dence.

We model a FM film coupled to a polycrystalline AF laye
consisting of two parts, one with rotatable and another w
nonrotatable anisotropy. Small locally uncompensated in
facial AF grains, due to the exchange interaction with the F
magnetization, can switch their magnetizations irreversib
thus producing effective rotatable anisotropy. Preferen
distribution of the AF easy axes has also been considere
such a case, it has been accepted that the FM film is divi
into domains, each coupled to a stable AF grain, i.e., in
mogeneous reversal of the FM moments has been allow

The influence of the AF anisotropy distribution on th
hysteresis loop shift, coercivity, and on the shape of the m
netization curves has been discussed, as well as their an
dependences. It was obtained that the distribution of the
easy axes affects more visibly the coercivity, reducing
values in the vicinity of the exchange-bias direction, resu
ing in roundedHc vs fH curves; theHeb curves become
smoother. These effects are more pronounced for sm
uniaxial anisotropy.

The inclusion of the rotatable anisotropy, in gener
changes the shape of the magnetization curves as well a
Heb andHc values for fixedfH . When theHU1H ra value is
small compared to that ofHE, the increase ofH ra/(HU

1H ra) leads to a monotonic decrease ofHeb . For higher
HU1H ra values, however, neither theHeb nor Hc variations
with H ra are simple.

If the value ofHU1H ra is kept fixed whileH ra is varied,
the relative H ra increase generates smootherHeb vs fH
curves, whose behavior becomes very close to pure cosfH
for a strong AF anisotropy. This effect is similar to th
caused by the increase of the exchange coupling stren
The rotatable anisotropy does almost not affect the coerci
if the coupling is strong.

As the H ra value is proportional to the magnetization
the small AF grains, it increases with the coupling streng
Thus, for a field applied along the exchange-bias directi
Hc increases withHE as well.

The frequently observed broad peak in the tempera
variation of Hc in the vicinity of the AF blocking tempera
ture has been explained from the temperature variation
H ra. The latter shows a maximum upon heating beca
there is a maximum in the corresponding temperature dep
dence of the magnetization of the small AF grains, if t
coupling field is not high enough to saturate this system
the initial measuring temperature.
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